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”In this exhibition for Vita Kuben, Jesper Norda presents four new works. In several of  
his previous video works, Norda has worked with transitions between black and white. 
Two extremes: no light - maximum light, no colors - all colors.”

STORM STATE
SOLO, VITA KUBEN / NORRLANDSOPERAN, UMEÅ 2018



STORM STATE
(Transitions from black to white.
Lower field: sequential order. Upper field: random order.)
The video Storm State consists of  a number of  transitions from black to white, in the 
lower field the transitions fade from black to white gradually, in the upper field on the 
other hand, the transitions fade in random order. An abstract horizontal line, an intense 
flickering.

BUTTERFLY CLOSE-UP
”When working with the video, Norda also began to work with a sound that would work in a similar way, 
transitions between inaudbile to inaudible. During the work he suddenly found the sound recording of  the 
butterfly. The sound that the butterfly makes with its frenetic but delicate wings may illustrate this idea.”



1000 TITLES
(THE WAVES BY VIRGINIA WOOLF)
1000 Titles consist of  thousands of  fragments from Virginia Woolf ’s novel the 
Waves. While reading the book, all words that could be used as a title were 
underlined. The content of  the book fell apart and reassembled, like sunlight 
playing over a façade, sometimes separating the details, sometimes binds it together.



1000 SHEETS
(500 BLACK, 500 WHITE)
1000 sheets consist of  500 black A4 sheets and 500 white. The sheets have been sorted: a gradual transition 
from black to white. A pile of  paper that acts as a link between the works in the exhibition: the butterfly’s dry 
fluttering, the flickering ashy frames of  the video, the text fragments in 1000 Titles. 





INVERTED NIGHT / BACH ENGINE
COMISSION BY KONST I BLEKINGE, 2017

BACH ENGINE
(REMIX #1: DARK MATTER)

Ljud, video.

Inverted Night/Bach Engine är ett 42 minuter långt ljud- och videoverk. 
Ljudet baseras på J.S. Bachs Goldbergvariationer. Goldbergvariationerna 
består av en aria samt 30 variationer på denna aria. I detta verk låter jag 
dem spelas samtidigt, som om tonerna vore utlagda i ett rutmönster, eller 
kanske som kugghjul som hakar i varandra. Samtidigt får lyssnaren pendla 
mellan två olika skikt: ett yttre skikt där pianoklangen är igenkännbar, 
samt ett inre skikt: den klang som samtidigt alstras i instrumentets kropp. 
Videon består av bilder på natthimlen i inverterad/negativ form. Dessa 
bilder fungerar som ett grafiskt partitur för stycket. Ett försök att spänna en 
båge mellan ett oändligt universum och ett par envisa fingrar som frenetiskt 
hamrar mot en och samma punkt.

Ljud, video.

Bach Engine (Remix #1: Dark Matter) är en remix av Inverted Night/Bach Engine. 
Varje musikaliskt ljud består av en grundton och ett antal övertoner. Hur dessa övertoner 

står i förhållande till varandra avgör ljudets klangfärg. I Remix #1: Dark Matter har 
jag byggt en struktur av de första 40 övertonerna baserat på Goldbergvariationernas 

grundton. Denna struktur ligger som ett inverterat filter på originalverket: allt som inte 
tidigare klingade klingar nu, allt som tidigare klingade har tystnat.



From review, ARTFORUM:
”A plumb line suspended from the ceiling, brushing the surface of  a black pool of  ink, 
90º, 2016, and a faint pencil line across the wall, like the projection of  a blueprint, 1° 
(below this line is half  of  the universe. Above this line is half  of  the universe), 2016, have 
the appearance of  coherence and stability. But the line trembles, the ink splashes, and the 
horizontal line inclines almost imperceptibly. These pieces, by the Swedish artist Jesper 
Norda, open “Banish the Incoherence,” an exhibition of  six artists whose work relates to 
urban space and inhabitance.”

90° / 1°(Below this line is half 
of the universe. Above this 
line is half of the universe)
BANISH THE INCOHERENCE
(GROUP), GÖTEBORGS KONSTHALL 2016



90° 
Ur katalogtext: Från takrosetten i mitten av det åttakantiga rummet hänger ett lod i änden på en lina. Lodet 
snuddar vid poolens becksvarta yta och en ytspänning uppstår där den vertikala linjen möter den horisontella. 
Vattnet dras mot lodet och höjer vätskans nivå runt metallen. Jesper Nordas verk kan sägas fungera som ett 
sorts vattenpass där titeln 90° är den eftersträvade vinkeln. Linjen som växer ur poolens blanka yta skall stå 
helt stilla för att uppnå denna vinkel -gör den det? Nordas verk, som visas här för första gången, synliggör de 
oftast osynliga fysiska lagar som omger oss människor och styr vår värld. I spänningsfältet mellan ytan och 
pendeln skapas en dragningskraft, en attraktion mellan båda parter. Vätskan och pendeln står i relation till 
varandra och påverkar sin omvärld samtidigt som de påverkas av den. 



1°, (Below this line is half of the universe. 
Above this line is half of the universe)
Ur katalogtext: Blyertsstrecken som vi ser mot den vita väggen i Oktagonen är även dessa skapade av Jesper Norda. 
För detta minimala ingrepp i rummet har Norda tagit sin utgångspunkt i horisontlinjen, det vill säga den linje som vi 
människor använder oss av för att orientera oss i vardagen, en linje som håller oss i balans. Linjerna som tecknats på 
väggen är, som titeln avslöjar, inte helt vågräta utan har en näst intill obetydlig lutning på en ynka grad. Kanske kan en 
tänka sig att blyertslinjerna genomskär Konsthallens salar och tillsammans med Nordas lodräta linje i verket 90° utgör 
de ett koordinatsystem som befinner sig i konstant förändring och omvärdering.



HORIZON KEYS
30X35 cm, digital print , edition of  5+1 AP



The Centre of  silence (Exhibition Version 2009-10; KK)
Curated by Bengt Olof  Johansson: solo exhbition, Kalmar Konstmuseum

The Centre of  silence (Documentation edition 2015)
Celeste, Invisible dog, New York, 2010 
Drömmen om samlingen, 2015, Kalmar konstmuseum
Part of  collection: Kalmar konstmuseum

The Centre of  silence (Exhibition Version 2016; NMG)
Curated by Sarah Joyce and Gordon Duggan: OTIC, The New Media Gallery, Vancouver

The Centre of  silence (Exhibition Version 2016; GKH)
Curated by Mikael Nanfeldt: Banish the incoherence, Göteborgs Konsthall

Voice (interleaved by silence, sinus wave and white noise). 
White filter on window. 

This piece is a monolog in three parts, each part followed by a sound: 
silence, sine wave, white noise. A voice is speaking about the room, its 
measurements and the weight of  the air in the room. It speaks about 
the air pressure in the room, the air pressure in the cranium of  the 
visitor of  the room - and the fragile balance between those spaces: 
the state we call silence.

THE CENTRE OF SILENCE
KALMAR KONSTMUSEUM (SOLO) 2009-2010 & (GROUP) 2015
INVISIBLE DOG (GROUP), NEW YORK, 2010
THE NEW MEDIA GALLERY (GROUP), VANCOUVER, 2016
GÖTEBORGS KONSTHALL (GROUP), 2016



What about doing nothing? Just be where you are, in your room, with the thoughts co-
ming and going. It’s kind of  what we do, all the time, isn’t it? Like right now, when you are 
reading this text?

   There are obvious links between Jesper Norda’s sound installation The Centre of  Silen-
ce, created for an exhibition at Kalmar Art Museum 2009, and Alvin Lucier’s 1969-classic 
I’m Sitting in a Room. The two text pieces both use the factual information about the 
room where the works are performed as starting point for a series of  minimal variations. 
But where the room’s ambience in Alvin Lucier’s case give the sounds an increasingly 
thick and complex texture, it becomes a conceptual ambience in Jesper Norda’s radical 
transformation of  the material conditions. It stays the same, but it never feels the same. 
The effect is somehow the complete opposite to Alvin Lucier’s work. By thinning out it 
becomes complex.

   You are there, at the centre of  the piece, with a voice reading a formal text telling about 
the geometrical dimensions of  the room and how the ears will react to changes in sound 
and resonance. But the neutral voice and the dry character of  the text will slowly create a 
tension in the thinking about the piece, a sense of  drama. A multitude of  rooms will open 
up. 

   The mysterious effect of  the sober aesthetic and the reduced set of  expressions is a pe-
culiar and even melodic romanticism. You listen carefully and suddenly you hear the most 
wonderful harmonies. Where do they come from?

  This paradox of  using seemingly boring and non-agitated text materials to bring about 
a personal presence, characterize several of  Jesper Norda’s works, for example two of  his 
latest pieces, both from 2009: Resist With All Your Heart and Microgram of  Light. In the 
first work a short text is repeated many, many times – ”Stay in a place infected with truth 
and resist with all your heart” – but for every repetition the word truth is replaced with 
another word. In the second one a light projector is directed to a big print consisting of  an 
extremely long series of  zeros, 17 521 zeros after one another, ending with the figures and 
letters ”123 microgram of  light”.

   Jesper Norda started as a composer, but changed direction while he was studying in the 
composition class at the Music Academy in Gothenburg in the end of  the 90s andswitched 
to the Art Academy in the same town for his master degree. A main thread in his artistry 
since then has been a constant questioning of  the borderlines between sound and silence. 
The visual and the sounding materials are juxtaposed in conceptually challenging ways. 
Even if  his works look and sound quite differently from theirs, he is probably the Swedish 
sound artist that is closest to the conceptual tradition of  artists like La Monte Young, John 
Baldessari and Sol LeWitt and the reductionism of  musicians like Toshimaru Nakamura, 
Sachiko M and Taku Sugimoto.

   Several of  Jesper Norda’s works play with the concept of  silence. For example the sound 
installation Tear Gravity from 2005, where two loudspeaker membranes were put on the 
floor of  a gallery, vibrating slowly like heart or a lung, but the frequence making them move 
– 0,3 Hz – much lower than the human ear can hear (the average human can hear sounds 
between 20 Hz and 16,000 Hz). Or Field of  Love (Hommage à Dimitrios K) from 2007 
where an extremely strong bass loop was played on a big PA-system buried 2 feet under the 
ground; the best position to hear any of  the bass tones was to lie down on the grass and 
listen with an ear to the ground. This literally subconscious underground music materialized 
as vibrations in the body and in the field where it was played. 

   When asked about what kind of  quality he looks for in a piece, Jesper Norda anwers: 
exactitude. He wants his works to be as singular and clear as possible, and so pedagogically 
plain that they border on the abstract and incomprehensible.

   This is the enigma of  sound art. The attention to what is going, both in the presence and 
in the absence of  sounds, brings the work right to the centre of  silence. And one of  the best 
ways to achieve this is to do nothing. - Magnus Haglund

Magnus Haglund is a critic and author based in Gothenburg. In autumn 2009 he published a book about 
Åke Hodell and he has previously published Den nakna staden (The Naked City), a book on the subject of  
alternative Gothenburg.

The Centre of  silence (Exhibition Version 2016; GKH), Göteborgs Konsthall.



HORISONT
SOLO, SKÖVDE
KONSTMUSEUM, 2015
PERMANENT INSTALLATION SINCE 
2017

Sound and video installation: one channel 
video with stereo sound, projection on a 
sculpture by Elli Hemberg. Commission 
by Skövde Konstmuseum and part of  their 
permanent collection. Curator Petra Johansson.

Text by Petra Johansson: Jesper Norda är inbjuden 
att ge Elli Hembergs modeller en horisont. I video- 
och ljudverk förhåller han sig till modellen som en 
plats där något nytt och ännu outforskat kan ta form. 
Beröringspunkterna mellan de båda konstnärerna är 
vid en första anblick inte uppenbara. Men tittar vi lite 
närmare rör de sig i samma sfärer.

Horisont är ett ljusspel, helt abstrakt, men också en sorts 
arkitekturkonsekvens. Ljus som silar in från en glipa 
i rullgardinen en tidig morgon i augusti, filmat med 
iphone, ett snabbt fångat händelseförlopp. Med ljudet 
höjs abstraktionsnivån. Alla klanger är uppbyggda av 
en grundton och ett antal övertoner, förhållandet dem 
emellan följer givna lagar. Motsvarande lagar hittade 
Elli Hemberg i Jay Hembidges dynamiska symmetri. 
I verket horisont låter Jesper Norda ett sökarljus svepa 
över klangernas byggstenar och de blir synliga var och 
en. Tillsammans bildar de en modell eller en struktur. 
Ljudet baseras på första satsen i C-dur ur J.S. Bachs 
Wohltemperierte klavier. Elli Hemberg återkom genom 
livet till just Bachs kompositioner.





JAG STÄLLER DIG VID RANDEN
DUO WITH JAKOB SJÖSTEDT GALLERI 54, GÖTEBORG, 2015

From left to right: Resist with all your heart (A2 edition), Fall, rise (Eleanore), Line (2012), ur 
Dagen rör sig medsols (Lämnarna, Storm (sekvens i slumpmässig ordning), Klocka (Beretta M9, 9mm)), 
Silent Structures (paper edition), Bokstäverna, Fade out structures #27: List of  numbers in perfect order, 
Fade out structures #16: Animation: inverted night.



Hållare (b, 7st)
Teak rods with guitar strings mounted on wall. 



Sound and video installation: two channel video with two channel stereo sound, sheet of  glass with surface transducers, loudspeakers.
Images: ink on transparent paper mounted on vintage music paper.

This installation is based on a short piece of  music by Robert Schumann. When entering the main room you see a large sheet of  glass hanging from 
the ceiling, trough the glass you see a video projection - the moving hands of  the pianist. The music played by the pianist emanates from the hanging 
glass, a pair of  small speakers (surface transducers) are attached to the glass and transforms the entire sheet to a speaker membrane.
When entering the inner room another projection is visible - a synchronized view of  the body of  the piano. In this room the sound of  the piano 
mechanics is heard. An audible split between the music and the body needed to present it - body and soul.

UR KINDERSZENEN (NO. 13) AV ROBERT SCHUMANN
SOLO, GALLERI KONSTEPIDEMIN, GÖTEBORG, 2014



Excerpt from catalogue text by Johanna Willenfelt:
A large sheet of  glass is central in the double sense in Jesper Nordas exhibition From Kinderzsenen (No 13) by 
Robert Schumann at Gallery Konstepidemin in Gothenburg. The sheet hangs from wires in the middle of  the 
room and is the first object the visitor meet when she enters the exhibition. The glass acts as a speaker membrane 
for the piece of  music that gives the show its name. [...]
Through the transparent disc there is a clear view into the next room where the viewer get a glimpse of  o video 
projection. Two films are screened in here, with the projection surfaces placed at right angles to each other. 
The same course of  events are portrayed in both scenes, but from two different perspectives. The first film is 
a recording of  the pianist’s hands gesticulating as they hit the keys to Der Dichter Spricht. The second film 
uncovers the instrument internals, or, in other words, the mechanics of  the piano. The two projections are in sync, 
but the audio that accompanies the films is still not the melody of  which >the poet speaks< but what we hear is 
the sound that the piano gives off before the oscillations from the strings has reached a human ear. [...]Loudspeaker (surface transducer) attached to sheet of  glass.



Inner room view, synchronized projections. 



View with reflection of  video in sheet of  glass.





No. 13: Der dichter spricht (ur Kinderszenen) av Robert Schumann. 1 harmonics, 2 rythm, 3 articulation, 4 body.
Ink on transparent paper mounted on vintage music paper, 35X43 cm (framed).



Permanent, interactive 4-channel sound installation + 
6 c-print silicon mounted on plexi (38X57 cm). Installed in 
Röselidskolan in Lerum, a school for children aged 6-16 years. 
Software development by Fredric Bergström in MAX/MSP.

When approaching the piece along the corridor you hear a 
faint chirping of  birds accompanied by soft music. The idea is 
simple: as long as it’s quiet in the room the birds keep singing. 
If  someone speaks or moves to quickly the birds fall silent. 
When silence is re-established the birds start to sing again.

The birds singing is accompanied by a soft music, Chopin’s 
24 Preludes, Opus 28, played extremely slowly, each prelude 
having a duration of  one hour. A series of  images are 
mounted along one wall: an abstract sunrise at various stages. 
The images also corresponds with the the black and white 
keys of  a piano - Chopin’s main instrument. 

CHOPIN HOURS / STILL SUN
PERMANENT SOUNDINSTALLATION,
RÖSELIDSKOLAN, LERUM, 2013



TORCH / 17987162521 METERS IN 1 MINUTE
SVILOVA (SOLO), GÖTEBORG, 2013
PATCH (GROUP), GALLERY BUNKIER SZTUKI, KRAKOW, 2013

HD-video, no sound, 1 minute/loop

The video starts with a flash of  light – followed by a counter measuring how far
the light will travel trough space during the following minute.

- BACKWASH - 

The first thing that happens is a sense of  backwash. There is no pressure 
drop, but it feels like that’s exactly what has happened. And then I fall. 
Into absolute stillness, absolute silence. Imagine that you are the light 
of  the torch that for a second flares up and then falls 17987162521 
meters down into space. Imagine in the same way that you are each 
and everyone of  the letters that, for example, make up Samuel Becketts 
complete book of  poems Echo ́sBones and Other Precipitates, that you 
are the words disassembled, a print raster, all the speech in the world, 
cry, wonder, despair, desire, rage transformed into photons and that you 
are now, falling through your own skull, encased in the world and at the 

same time the world encased in you, as the poem says: ”through the sky/
of  my skull shell of  sky and earth”, imagine yourself  consisting of  light 
and words, the only things in the universe that last and are completely 
still in the collapse, falling straight out into darkness and time. Imagine 
that stillness. Then imagine the core of  precipitation, the crack before 
precipitation, the placenta when the fetus lets go and falls, the cycles and 
inversions of  the electrons in the human brain, the blood vessels in the eye, 
x-rays, hastily sketched faces, rivers, traffic networks, borderlines, rifts, 
cracks, the remnants of  motion.

Each time I stand before a work of  art made by Jesper Norda giant 
rooms of  silence open inside me. Rooms I know I have to remain in. To 
be able to remain human. Frightening? Beautiful? Filled with sadness? 
Indifferent? Shadow and light on a white paper. The words still 
”unworded”, yet complete, unachievable. A human being being human: 
with the torch ”mark ones presence in the darkness, send messages to 
someone, warn someone, call for help”.

Text for exhibition dossier written by Marie Norin.



ECHO´S BONES AND OTHER PRECIPITATES BY SAMUEL BECKETT
SVILOVA (SOLO), GÖTEBORG, 2013

33 prints in handmade book, 420X297 mm, pigment print on archival paper, edition 5+1AP 

All the letters in Samuel Becketts collection of  poems:
Echos bones (and other precipitates).
In original order, spacing between each letter, no capital letter, no punctuation.
All chapter and verse indications are removed.
The words of  Echos bones reduced to sheets of  abstract patterns, varying in intensity.



SILENT STRUCTURES
GISLAVEDS KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
SVILOVA (SOLO), GÖTEBORG, 2013
GALLERI 54 (DUO WITH JAKOB SJÖSTEDT), GÖTEBORG, 2015
GALLERI THOMAS WALLNER (GROUP), SIMRIS, 2016
GALLERI THOMASSEN (GROUP), GÖTEBORG 2017

#1-999 (artist book edition, print, A4)
#1000-1599 (digital edition, video, no sound)
#1600-1683 (olive frame edition, 30X35 cm)
#1684-1707 (black frame edition, 30X35 cm)

Silent structures is ongoing project: an infinte video animation with various outputs.



GROUND
TWEAKS (GROUP), NORDISKA AKVARELLMUSEET, 2013
60X60 WAVE FARM MIX (GROUP), NEW YORK, 2015 (Radio version)

4-channel video with sound.

Among with four other artists I was invited by the Nordic Watercolour Museum to make a comment on a piece of  art belonging to the 
permanent collection of  the museum. I choose to work with a few images by the icelandic artist Georg Gudni.

For the main material of  GROUND I created a simulation of  mains hum sound using 17 sine-waves. These sine waves were then used 
to create 4 variations of  soundscapes: The flicker, The cycles, The bells, The Waves.



Text presented next to the videos and the paintings by Gudni:
”In all electrical systems there is a tone. In everyday language we call tone for mains hum. This tone is a result of  what we call earthing, or grounding. It is possible 
to decompose any sound in a large number of  sine waves. A sine wave is the purest form of  sound. It is theoretically possible to recreate any sound using sine waves. 
The thing is to find the right number of  frequencies and the right volume ratio between them. The fundamental tone of  the sound, and the harmonic overtones that 
creates the timbre of  the sound. The set of  harmonics is what separates one sound from another sound. What distinguishes one colour from another colour.
Hz means number of  cycles per second. When we talk about sound we use it as a term to measure how quickly the air pressure fluctuates. Thus: the speed at which 
an eardrum quivers back and forth when it is exposed to a sound.
The frequencies that I have used to model the sound of  mains hum is 50 Hz, 150 Hz, 250 Hz, 300 Hz, 350 Hz, 450 Hz, 550 Hz, 600 Hz, 650 Hz, 750 
Hz, 850 Hz, 950 Hz, 1050 Hz, 1150 Hz, 1250 Hz, 1450 Hz, 1550 Hz.
Sound waves spread as microscopic tremor in all matter. Everything trembles. Sometimes the tremble hits an eardrum, sets the small fine bones of  the cochlea in 
motion, continues and put cilia in tremble, and later find its way to the auditory centre in the brain: becoming electricity again.”



”The new works revolves around the concept of  time, or rather the interstices, those that we constantly experience but 
never think about. Using methods as printed pages with all the seconds of  a day and night, where the blackness of  the 
ink varies according to the solar power, we are made aware of  these gaps. By converting one medium to another we get 
insight into the invisible but essential components that create the space that we exist in, and in particular the perceptual 
process that we experience it with. Abstract substances often form the backbone of  Jesper’s work, such as the frequency 
of  a sound wave and how it affects us, but especially the time it takes for a sound wave to travel, the vibrations it 
creates or the traces after a sound has subsided. The silence is as important as the sound. The illusion only illustrates 
reality. With a parallel career as a sound producer and composer with three solo albums behind him, Jesper’s sensitivity 
to the rhythm and the silence in between is a detailed game of  pulling apart and putting together. A calculated order 
re-organizes experiences to clockworks, where mechanically depicted words create mental images, or where every note 
becomes deserted and left to echo out alone, accompanied by a sunrise that lasts for 13 hours. Reduced to abstraction 
and the colors black and white, the room lights up, slowly and patiently, pixel by pixel. Time is eminently physical, and 
no moment is ever the same. Everything changes, all the time, with the tremendous power of  a progressive movement.”

Sofia Mavroudis, curator, www.curareart.com
Right: Magnolia clock 

Left: The Goldberg Variation (Bach cock no.1) / 13 Hours Sunrise



KONSTFRÄMJANDET ÖREBRO (SOLO), 2012
CULTUREHUB, NEW YORK (GROUP), 2013
KARLSKRONA KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
GISLAVEDS KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
BOOK EDITION, ROJAL FÖRLAG 2017

Sound (12 hours 25 minutes) / HD-video (12 hours 48 minutes) 

THE GOLDBERG VARIATION (BACH CLOCK NO.1) / 13 HOUR SUNRISE
The Goldberg Variation (Bach clock no.1) is based on JS Bach’s works Goldberg Variations. Each note / impact is 
played every two seconds. The dynamics are equalized,  all drama and musical direction is removed. The origi-
nal work is about 30 minutes, this version is 12 hours and 25 minutes.

13 hour sunrise: a black surface where a line of  33 pixels turn white every two seconds. From left to right, top to 
bottom. A horizon and a room that very slowly gets brighter.



MAGNOLIA CLOCK
KONSTFRÄMJANDET ÖREBRO (SOLO), 2012
GISLAVEDS KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
KARLSKRONA KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013

HD-video, no sound (11 hours 17 minutes 41 seconds)
Magnolia clock consists of  all the words in the script for the film Magnolia by PT Anderson. 
The words line up one by one, second by second.



EXPLOSION CLOCK
KARLSKRONA KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
GISLAVEDS KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
NORDISKA AKVARELLMUSEET (GROUP), 2013

HD-video, no sound (16 minutes 11 seconds)

A black surface is turning white, pixel by pixel. And then black again.
An abstract explosion in extreme slow motion or an image of  big bang in an 
extreme time-lapse
A visual indicator of  time: a clock.



Explosion clock, Installation view, Karlskrona Konsthall, 2014.



BOKSTÄVERNA
KARLSKRONA KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2014
GISLAVEDS KONSTHALL (SOLO), 2013
GALLERI 54 (DUO WITH JAKOB SJÖSTEDT), GÖTEBORG, 2015

2591 A4, inkjet on paper

All the letters in the King James Bible. In original order, spacing between each letter, no capital 
letter, no punctuation. All chapter and verse indications are removed. 
The words of  the bible reduced to sheets of  abstract patterns, varying in intensity.



DIMMA (FOG)
SUN AND SHADOW ON TITLE PAGE
44X33 cm, C-print, mounted on aluminim, edition of  5+1 AP



one channel video with split stereo sound,
In dialogue with the collections  2012

This piece was installed in three adjacent rooms on the 5th floor of  the 
Gothenburg Museum of  Art. These rooms mostly contains religious art from 
1400-1600. The video was displayed in the center room. The sound in this work 
is based on JS Bach’s,  Nun komm’ der Heiden Heiland, in a piano transcription 
by F. Busoni.The part of  the music that is played by the right hand is heard 
through a speaker in the right room, the part played by the left hand is heard 
through a speaker in the left room. The video consists of  an extreme closeup of  
some piano keys, trembling by the touch of  the pianist.  

When facing the video in the middle room, the sound is “whole”, when you 
move to one of  the other rooms you experience the split of  the sound. When 
standing close to the left speaker, the music played by the left hand rings out 
on its own, lonely and fragile, the music played by the right hand is heard 
only very faint, from the distance. And vice versa.

RIGHT HAND - LEFT HAND is since january 2013 included in the 
collections of  Göteborgs Konstmuseum.

RIGHT HAND - LEFT HAND
GÖTEBORGS KONSTMUSEUM (SOLO), 2013
GÖTEBORGS KONSTMUSEUM (GROUP), 2017
PERMANENT INSTALLATION SINCE 2017



 Left chamber: left channel Right chamber: right channel



Video still.



SHELTER
TA PLATS (GROUP)
STOCKHOLMS KULTURHUS, 2010

2 CD-players, speakers attached to window, 
dark blue-green film covering the window. 
Sound of  wind and metal breaking down 
resonate in the window screens. 

TA PLATS! var ett konstprojekt, en utställning 
och ett utbildningsprojekt som drevs av 
Konstfrämjandet. Syftet var att belysa och lyfta 
fram samtidskonstens möjligheter att beröra 
människor- oberoende funktionsförmåga hos 
besökaren. Urvalet av konst gjordes utifrån en 
idé om interaktivitet och taktilitet.

Ur katalogtext:
”Mellan rulltrapporna och hörsalen på tredje våningen 
finns ett slags mellanrum. Det brukar eka tomt där, 
mellan några soffor och tomma klädhängare, och utanför 
den väldiga fönsterväggen pågår Stockholm citys vardag. 
Norda täckte alla fönster med ett grönblått filter och fäste 
kontakthögtalare på rutorna. Dessa fick själva glaset i 
sig att vibrera och ge ifrån sig ett lågmält men påtagligt 
ljud, som av vind och metall som vrider sig och rämnar.
Shelter – som betyder skydd – blev ett laddat rum med 
en förhöjd upplevelse av det Stockholm vi trodde att vi 
kände.”





HORIZON RELEASE
THE HEART OF THE MATTER (SOLO), SANDVIKENS KONSTHALL, 2009

Piano, wire, lightprojector.
 
A piano laid down on the floor, with a wire attached to sustain pedal.  The wire was connected to a 
wall with two hooks, making a tense line on the wall continuing down to the piano. A lightprojector 
was directed to the wall.



VERGE
THE HEART OF THE MATTER (SOLO), SANDVIKENS KONSTHALL, 2009
DIP TO BLACK (DUO WITH SARA LÄNNERSTRÖM), HEY IT´S ENRICO PALAZZO, 2010

Video (infinite loop)
 
An infinite zoom out, you feel like you are leaving the ground but you remain in the same position. 
The subtitle flickers a bit: Little by litte, everyting will come to normal.



READER
THE HEART OF THE MATTER (SOLO), SANDVIKENS KONSTHALL, 2009

Video (projection, infinite loop) 

An illusion of  light falling in from a window, it flickers faint but intense (like if  it was a storm outside). 
A red dot moves quickly and randomly along the pattern of  the floor.



RESIST WITH ALL YOUR HEART
THE HEART OF THE MATTER (SOLO), SANDVIKENS KONSTHALL, 2009
DIP TO BLACK (DUO WITH SARA LÄNNERSTRÖM), HEY IT´S ENRICO PALAZZO, 2010
GALLERI 54 (DUO WITH JAKOB SJÖSTEDT), GÖTEBORG, 2015

Print (260 X 53 cm, edition of  5 / A2, edition of  20)



TEAR GRAVITY (THE PUMPS)
GALLERI MORS MÖSSA (SOLO), 2005
RELEASE ON KNING DISK (Gallery edition 007) 2006



The speakers are moving slowly up and down, as a lung, or a heart.
They are dead silent, no sound is heard. 
The movement is created with strong direct current, the cables were
placed so they reflect in the floor, the floor became a waterlike surface.


